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Discovering accelerating trends



Parabolic Curve: The Swing Trade Pattern

Parabolic Curve Chart Pattern

The parabolic curve chart pattern is one of the strongest uptrend patterns a stock can

have. This type of pattern goes up the farthest and the fastest as it is under the

strongest accumulation and every small pullback is bought by eager traders and

investors. This pattern creates short term price range bases before breaking out to

new highs and repeating this range pattern multiple times as it keeps going higher.

The price action pattern that creates the parabolic curve looks like a staircase. This

pattern can last for weeks and sometimes months. The danger comes in near the end

of the formation after the biggest move straight up into extremely overbought

territory the strong upward price action usually ends suddenly in a price plunge that

falls even faster than it rose.

The parabolic curve is named after

the parabola, because the

ascending curving trend line used

to identify the strength of this

pattern from the price support

action looks like a parabola. This

strong price pattern can give a

trend trader incredibly high

returns in a very short time period.



Raymond Ltd (Cmp: 986)

In uptrend showing higher highs and higher lows from a low of 210 in 2020 to a high of 995 in 2022

Raymond is in uptrend - higher highs and higher lows from a low of 210 in 2020 to a high of 
995 in 2022.

A curve channel is constructed using pattern highs and pattern lows in weekly charts.

Shows the fresh breakout from the previous swing high after taking support of the curve.

Enter a long trade in dips till 850 levels with Stop Loss below the previous swing low at 740 
and Target can be seen around 1015/1058/1142+

Parabolic Curve Pattern



Aarti Industries Ltd (Cmp: 770)

In uptrend showing higher highs and higher lows from a low of 62 in 2015 to a high of 1168 in 2021

Aarti Ind is in uptrend  (Short-term trend is corrective)- higher highs and higher lows from a 
low of 62 in 2015 to a high of 1168 in 2021.

A curve channel is constructed using pattern highs and pattern lows in weekly charts.

Showing good accumulation near the parabolic curve support.

Enter a long trade in dips till 750 levels with Stop Loss below the previous swing low at 690 
and Target can be seen around 1160+ levels.

Parabolic Curve Pattern
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